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HTC Desire S deals are the most vibrant and effective deals being sold out in the market.
Consumers have been engrossed by the ever-lasting features of this Android based handset. The
model bearing a 3.7 inches large touchscreen with Gorilla protection has an outstanding image
display quality of 480x800 pixels. This business phone has a large memory capacity. The memory
of the phone using the card slot can be increased up to 32 GB using the microSD card slot. The
internal 1.1 GB ROM and a powerful 768MB RAM gives the handset a great processing and
functioning ability.

The other major attraction of the phone is its 5MP camera that also records videos at 720p@30fps.
The HTC Desire S contract is available on all leading networks in the country. It binds some very
interesting tariff plans and also brings free gifts to its buyers. Vodafone packs this bundle at a
monthly line rental of Â£26 in a 24 months term. This tariff would give you 600 minutes and unlimited
texts. Also as a promotional offer, the network gives a reduced 6 months line rental at Â£1.99. In
another deal at the same line rental, you can have 300 minutes and unlimited texts with a data
usage of 500 MB every month. You would get 10 months free line rental in this tariff.

T-mobile packs good deals with this handset. At a monthly line rental of Â£26 for 24 months, the
network gives away a free Desire S contract and has to offer 600 minutes and unlimited texts every
month. One great surprise for the buyers is the Â£110 Auto- Cashback. However if you are aiming to
spend lesser quids every month, T-mobile has a deal that comes at Â£15.5 every month for 24
months term, where you would have 100 minutes, unlimited texts and 250MB data every month.
You would have a 10 months free line rental in this offer.

Orange brings out this handset at a price of Â£26 line rental for 24 months term. This tariff has 400
minutes and unlimited texts every month. It also offers a 9 month free line rental on new
connections. O2 also has cheap offers, where you would have to pay Â£18.5 every month for 24
months contract, and you would benefit on 100 minutes, 500 texts and 100 MB data. You would
have 13 months free line rental on this tariff.

Running on the Android OS v2.3 and upgradable to the v4.x, this handset is also assisted by a
1GHz Scorpion CPU. These features give you a great working experience both off-line and on-line.
You may go ahead and look out for more Desire S best deals to grab the best offer for yourself.
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